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The People's Republic of China was formally founded in October 1949, only eleven
months afier the state of Israel. Although situated on opposite ends of the Asian con-
tinent, both nations began as poor, agrarian societies, early in their formation facing
many similar challenges such as territorial threats. However, the geographic distance
between the Middle Kingdom and the Holy Land, their location vis-à-vis Europe
and the West, and their contrasting experience with the former colonial powers deci-
sively inßuenced their world outlook, keeping these two countries at arm's length for
decades. The United States in particular played a decisive role as an impediment to
the natural growth of a stronger relationship between these two ancient nations that
have much in common. Now, as China and Israel complete the twentieth year of dip-
lomatic relations, and as the Sino-Israeli relationship appears more independentfiom
American infiuence than ever before, the two nations are finally poised to explore the
abundance of synergies that bind them through deeper and broader interaction and a
shared goal of bringing those benefits to the wider world.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Sino-Israeli bond antedated the official establishment of either state in the
wake ofWbrld War II. As early as December 1918, Chen Lu, the vice-minister of
foreign affairs of the Kuomintang (KMT) government in Nanjing, endorsed the
Balfour Declaration, demonstrating a clearly positive attitude of the KMT toward
thejews and Zionism. In April 1920, the Republic ofChina's founding father and
first president Sun Yat-sen wrote a letter in support of the Jewish resetdement of
Palestine. Sun Yat-sen wrote to the Shanghai Zionists headed by Elie Kadoorie
that "all lovers of democracy cannot help but support the movement to restore
your wonderful and historic nation, which has contributed so much to the civili-
zation of the world and which rightfully deserves an honorable place in the family
of nations."'
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During the first term in office of Israel's main founder and first prime minister
David Ben-Gurion (May 17, 1948—^January 26, 1954), the Sino-Israeh relation-
ship flourished. As prime minister, Ben-Gurion insisted that the Hebrew Univer-
sity have a department of Chinese. His close relationship with Burma's first prime
minister U Nu, himself a staunch Israel supporter, strengthened Israel's ties with
Asia and ultimately with China.^

Indeed, Israel was one of the fitst countties to tecognize the People's Republic
of China (PRC) in 1950. However, the chosen alliances of both states made it
virtually impossible for both to establish sttong direct relations in the early stages
of their history. The PRC aligned with Soviet Russia and countries which had for-
merly been colonies of European empires and shared the same political outlook.
Meanwhile, Israel cultivated close associations with countries committed to its
safekeeping, among these were former imperialist states of Europe and the United
States, which during the previous century had caused China great suffering.

It is noteworthy that it was Israel's need to develop its defense industry in re-
sponse to the threat from its hostile neighbors, many of which had become China's
allies, that created the conditions in the 1970s and 1980s for the two countries
to rekindle their relationship. In the late 1970s, Shaul Eisenberg, the founder of
Israel's largest holding company, the Israel Corporation, played a central role in
Israel's development as an exporter in the defense industry worldwide and also
pioneered arms deals between China and Israel. Other companies soon followed
suit. The practical necessities relating to each country's survival drew the rising
Jewish and Chinese states toward each other. China's foreign policy evolved from
an anti-imperialist ideology to focus on pragmatic economic development in the
form of international manufacturing and trade. For its part, Israel became a leader
in advanced technologies.

ISOLATION VS. ASSIMILATION'

Despite being oppressed periodically over the millennia, the Chinese nation was
never exiled from its ancestral land. Oppression for the Chinese came in the form
of subjugation, not exile. "Recent" Chinese history suffered the invasion by Eng-
land, France, Germany, and Japan. For the Chinese, the British-staged Opium
Wars ( 1839-1842,1856-1860) remain seminal events. The so-called "Century of
Shame" characterized by China's capitulation and subsequent occupation would
remain deeply engraved in China's national consciousness and strongly influential
in its foteign policy decisions.

On the one hand, the Jewish people had been exiled from its ancestral home-
land for nearly 1900 years before the establishment of the modern state of Is-
rael. During the enforced exile, the Jews in the Diaspora learned to blend into
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the fabric of the European states that grew out of the Roman Empire—the same
power that had destroyed the Jewish homeland. This assimilation, though central
to the Jewish plight, also equipped the Jewish people with the ability to navigate
and understand foreign societies and cultures in a way the Chinese never experi-
enced. Furthermore, the relative proximity of the ancestral Jewish homeland to
the cradle of European civilization and the Jewish origins of Europe's primary reli-
gion, Christianity, formed the basis for a common language with Europe and the
West that China never shared.

On the other hand, the Chinese reaction to the colonial tendencies of the
West was to internalize a deep distrust of Europe and, by extension, the United
States. This perpetual wariness strongly influenced Chinese foreign policy in the
process of establishing itself as a sovereign state in the twentieth-century world
order and in terms of the alliances it pursued. For example, while it allied with the
USSR in 1949, perceiving the Soviet Union to be a leader and guide to the Com-
munist world, China remained vigilant toward Russian encroachment on its ter-
ritory, finally allying with the United States in the 1970s so as to counterbalance
the power of the USSR.

For their part, the Jewish people sought support wherever they could find it
as they strove for their eventual return to their ancestral homeland. In fact, some
former enemies became some of Israel's staunchest allies.

COLD WAR RIFT

The young Jewish state initially sought to maintain a policy of nonalignment,
hoping to build as wide a network of allies as possible. The outbreak of the Ko-
rean War in 1950 led to a great change in the direction of Israeli foreign policy.'*
Foreign Minister Moshe Sharett was concerned that if the North Korean assault
was not addressed it might create a precedent for future acts of aggression against
Israel. The Jewish state was therefore quick to support the necessity of the UN Se-
curity Council intervention in the Korean War and the role of the United Nations
in protecting any country from foreign aggression.^ In addition, Israels leaders felt
obligated to support American efforts, especially in light of the American Jewish
community's utmost support for the establishment of the Jewish state.

Israel found itself obliged to abandon its nonidentification policy and align it-
self with the United States and the United Nations in the midst of the Cold War
confrontation.^ Israeli officials favored a pro-Western foreign policy to one of non-
alignment because they believed that Israel's very survival during that era depended
on the patronage of Western countries. China, by contrast, viewed those same
Western powers as a potential threat to its sovereignty, fearing that an American
success in Korea could subsequently embolden it to encroach on Chinas borders.^
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As the Cold Wat divided the wotld between the socialist bloc and the capital-
ist West, the United States had a vested interest in keeping the fledgling social-
ist Jewish state ftom growing any closer to the PRC. Following an initial contact
between the Istaeli and Chinese embassies in Helsinki, the Chinese govetnment
eventually invited Istael to establish an embassy in China. David Hacohen, an Is-
taeli politician who setved as the Istaeli envoy to Butma from 1953 to 1955, met
with his counterpart, the Chinese ambassador Yao Chuming in December 1953,
who affirmed Beijing's intetest in diplomatic and trade relations. With the watm
support of Ptime Minister U Nu in Rangoon, Hacohen met China's first premiet,
Zhou Enlai, in Burma's capital in June 1954. Zhou infotmed the People's Congress
that negotiations wete undetway to establish diplomatic telations with Istael, and
Hacohen statted planning fot the establishment of an Istaeli embassy in Beijing.

This development alatmed U.S. secretary of state John Foster Dulles, who took
an uncomptomising position against Communism wotldwide, and ptessuted the
Jewish state into abandoning the planned establishment of diplomatic relations
with the PRC. This sent a clear message to the PRC regarding Istael's semidepen-
dence on the United States and chilled the budding relationship. As an incteasing
numbet of countties recognized the PRC, the Chinese leadetship expanded its
alliances among the nations of the wotld that had formerly experienced European
imperialism. Although Israel was the fitst countty in the Middle East to tecog-
nize the PRC, the Jewish state's failute to notmalize relations inclined Beijing to
turn to the Atabs. In April 1955, at an intetnational confetence in New Delhi, the
Chinese delegation voted fot a resolution calling on Israel to reabsotb the Atab
refugees who had fled during the Wat of Independence in 1948. The pivotal mo-
ment in the Sino-Israeli relationship would come later that yeat at a confetence in
Bandung, Indonesia.

The 1955 Bandung Confetence, otganized in patt by Muslim Asian states,
brought together newly independent Aftican and Asian states with the objec-
tive of fotming a bloc allied neither with the West nor the Soviets. One of the
aims of the confetence was to address these nations' dissatisfaction with Western
powers and their perceived unwillingness to involve Asian nations in major deci-
sions affecting Asia. The PRC was eaget to assume a leading tole in this Third
Wotld bloc, and therefore needed to win over the Atab states. While many Arab
countties were invited, Istael was excluded. China did not have relations with the
Atab wotld prior to this event because of its suppott fot the Republic of China
(Taiwan).

The common gtound cteated between China and the Arab world at Bandung
against perceived American hegemony, along with sttong anti-impetialist senti-
ment, opened the way for a tapptochement between the two sides and eventu-
ally translated into Chinese suppott for Atab initiatives including the Arab boy-
cott of Istael. At Bandung, Zhou Enlai met Egypt's Gamal Abdel Nasser and
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was introduced to the Arab case against Israel's founding as a Jewish state in the
Middle East. Haj Amin al-Husseini, the former Grand Mufti of Jerusalem who
incited riots against the Jews in Palestine during the 1930s and collaborated with
Nazi Germany, was also among the prominent guests at the conference. According
to Fatah strongman Salah Mesbah Khalaf, also known as Abu Iyad, deputy chief
and head of intelligence for the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), it was
at Bandung that the Chinese reached out to the Palestinians. Ahmad al-Shukeiri,
who would later become the first leader of the PLO, joined Nasser in his meetings
with Zhou. Long before the West concerned itself with the "West Bank," which
was then under Jordanian occupation, or the existence of a Palestine Liberation
Organization, the PRC took an interest in the Arab cause in Palestine and eventu-
ally started arming the PLO.

Ghina gradually increased its network of allies worldwide but remained out-
side of the United Nations, which, in 1945, had been cofounded by the Republic
of Ghina (ROG). The ROG was one of the "Big Four" allies in World War II,
and together with the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and the United States,
became one of the founding members of the United Nations.^ Given the ROG s
status as an ally. President Franklin D. Roosevelt officially acknowledged Ghinas
effort in World War II and noted his desire to allow Ghina to "play its proper
role in maintaining peace and prosperity" in the world.^ Thus, despite opposition
from other leaders, the ROG became a permanent member of the Security Goun-
cil from its creation in 1945. When, in 1949, the government of the Gommunist
Party of Ghina seized power in mainland Ghina and declared the People s Repub-
lic of Ghina, the government of the ROG under the leadership of Ghiang Kaishek
retreated to the island of Taiwan and continued to maintain its seat in the United
Nations and on the Security Gouncil as the sole legitimate government of Ghina.

By the 1960s, Gommunist allies and other nations friendly to the PRG, led by
the Peoples Republic of Albania, moved an annual resolution in the UN General
Assembly to expel the "representatives of Ghiang Kaishek," an implicit reference
to the ROG, and to permit the PRG to occupy the Ghina seat at the United Na-
tions. Year after year the United States sought to prevent the Gommunist bloc
from gaining another permanent seat in the Security Gouncil and assembled a
majority of votes to block this resolution. But the admission of newly independent
developing nations in the 1960s gradually turned the General Assembly from be-
ing Western-dominated to one dominated by countries sympathetic to Beijing.

Israel's diplomatic policy had been to abstain from such a vote, but in 1965 the
Israeli envoy to the United Nations called in a young Foreign Service officer from
its embassy in Golombia, Mordechai Arbell, who would change Israel's stance, and
with it, Israels relationship with the ROG and the PRG.

"Every time they voted it was a little more in the PRG s favor," Mordechai Ar-
bell related. "The outcome was already known to be tied, and one vote could make
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all the difference." Arbell noted that this provided Israel's UN represenration the
opportunity to send a clear message to Beijing. Chairman Mao Zedong and Pre-
mier Zhou Enlai had formally received the abovementioned Ahmad al-Shukeiri,
the fitst chairman of the PLO, serving from to 1964-1967. Therefore, Arbell sug-
gested that it was time to send the PRC a sign of Israel's disapproval. "The PRC
knows that Israel's policy is to abstain, so if they invite a terrorist like that, we'll
teach them a lesson. We won't abstain. We will vote." Arbell, a junior diplomat at
the time, was the only one to suggest voting in favor of Taiwan. The delegation no-
tified Colda Meir, Israel's foreign ministet, that all had decided to abstain except
for Arbell. Meir sent back orders to follow Arbell's lead. "The voting had already
started and as it was in alphabetical order, I was told to run ahead and inform the
Taiwanese delegation of Israel's decision. When I informed them they lit up and
said, 'You saved us.'"'"

Following the vote, the PRC's rancor toward the Jewish state became incteas-
ingly radical as Beijing boosted its support for the PLO cause. Duting an official
address with a PLO delegation in 1965, Mao characterized Taiwan and Israel as
pawns created by the West in order to exercise control over them and depicted Is-
rael as the target of the Arab barde against the West. "Imperialism fears China and
the Arabs. Israel and Taiwan are bases of operation for Imperialism in Asia. They
created Israel for the Arabs and Taiwan for us. They both have the same objective,"
said Mao Zedong."

Meanwhile, Israel's UN vote in favor of rhe ROC gained rhe Jewish state a new
ally. Arbell, who eventually was stationed in Korea, was warmly invited to Taipei
in order to arrange nondiplomatic relations between the ROC and Israel. In light
of President Chiang Kaishek's close relationship with King Hussein of Jordan,
the Taiwan-based government was not open to establishing formal relations with
Israel. Because Hussein's grandfather had been killed in Jerusalem, Taiwan pro-
posed establishing nondiplomatic, formal relations that were nonetheless very
close. This allowed the Jewish state to maintain its relationship with the PRC,
albeit at a low level.

As increasing numbers of Western countries chose the PRC over the ROC, on
October 25,1971, the General Assembly eventually passed Resolution 2758 with
seventy-six countries in favor, thirty-five opposed, seventeen abstaining, and three
not voting, thereby withdrawing recognition of the ROC as the legitimate gov-
ernment of China and recognizing the PRC as its sole legitimate government.'^
The ROC not only lost its seat on the Secutity Council but any representation in
the United Nations.

At about the same time, the PRC gradually became more accessible to the
West. China and the USSR went to war in 1969, and China came to regard the
Soviet Union rather than the United States as the main hegemonic powet threat-
ening its national security. At this point, China initiated a gradual shift toward
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the United States. In the wake of the Sino-Soviet border clashes of 1969, the PRC
identified the United States as a useful counterbalance to the Soviet threat and
the United States viewed its potential alliance with the PRC as a major redistribu-
tion of global power against the Soviets. As the two states slowly started build-
ing relations in 1971, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, who was committed to
global balance-of-power politics, was instrumental in guiding the United States
and China in their eventual rapprochement. Although the anti-Communist senti-
ment chat led the United St2.tçs to pressure Israel into severing relations with the
PRC had waned, it would take nearly twenty years before Israel and China could
reconcile their differences.

HONG KONG AS A GATEWAY AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS

From 1961 to 1985, Israel would be represented by an honorary Consul in Hong
Kong, Mr. Victor Zirinsky, a respected member of the Jewish community who had
relocated from Shanghai some years before. '̂  The Israeli consulate in Hong Kong
opened its doors in 1973 and was headed by Emanuel Gal Bar, but because of re-
sidual attitudes dating from the Cultural Revolution and the pro-Arab oudook of
the Foreign Ministry there was no real possibility of changing the People Repub-
lics attitude toward Israel. After two years of frustration and financial difficulties,
the consulate was forced to close its doors in 1975.

The next serious opportunity for Israel to reengage China came as a result of
the Sino-British negotiations of 1984 regulating the return of Hong Kong to Chi-
na. A careful reading of the agreement by the Israeli MFA highlighted clause no.
11 in appendix 1 of the joint declaration on the return of Hong Kong. It stated
that official representatives of countries in Hong Kong that did not have formal
relations with the Peoples Republic by 1997 would be allowed to remain or be-
come official delegations. ''*

Based on this clause, the Senior Deputy Director of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Hanan Bar-On, and Director General, David Kimchi, convinced Foreign
Minister Yitzhak Shamir to reopen the consulate in Hong Kong in late 1984. A
seasoned Israeli diplomat, Mr. Reuven Merhav, was appointed to explore ways for
Israel to advance its relations with the People s Republic by working through Hong
Kong. Following a five-week trip in May-June of 1985, Merhav determined that
Hong Kong could indeed serve as a springboard for Israel to establish relations
with China. At the same time, he learned that this program would have to be car-
ried out in accordance with Chinas expectations. A patient, slow and respectful
approach would be the only effective way to develop relations. Merhav, who had
been sent as the Israeli consul, would eventually become Israel's ambassador.
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The first step in establishing relations with the People's Republic would be
through academic exchange. Merhav established a framework for Israeli students
to study in institutions in Hong Kong. The next important development followed
in December 1985 when the Foreign Minister of China, Fu Xuewen, made an
official statement during his visit to Cairo. He declared that China would "not
establish formal relations with Israel as long as Israel pursued its aggressive and
expansionist policies". At the same time, he said that China distinguished between
the Israeli authotities and the Israeli people and noted that academics and experts
were allowed to participate in conferences in China as individuals through inter-
national organizations. This allowed for the immediate legitimization of academic
and later student exchanges, which played a crucial role in increasing China's ex-
posure to Israelis and ultimately the strengthening of relations. The first Israeli sci-
entists to come to China served an important role because of their ability to give
the Israeli diplomats in Hong Kong an accurate, first-hand report of the situation
in China. In addition, they also served as Israel's "ambassadors" to China.

The considerable contribution of the Israeli scientists at the different inter-
national conferences in China and the prominence of other Jewish scientists,
mainly from the United States, led the Chinese, who did not always distin-
guish between Israeli scientists and Jewish scientists from the United States,
to praise what they identified as the Jewish intellect. At the same time, China
was increasingly impressed with Israel's scientific achievements. When Prof
Yehoshua Yortner, then vice president of the National Academy for Sciences,
participated under an unofficial title in the Second Beijing Conference for
the Strategic Adjustment of Science and Technology fot National Develop-
ment, he established a personal connection with the Chinese minister of sci-
ence and secured his support to allow Israeli scientists to participate freely. '̂
On the policy side progress was somewhat slower. Ambassador Merhav estab-
lished contact with the vice president of Xinhua, China's official news agency,
who was also in charge of communication with countries that did not have official
relations with China, including South Korea, and South Africa. Li Zhou Wen and
Ambassador Merhav established a warm rapport which eventually led Li to apply
for permission from Beijing for an official meeting with Ambassador Merhav. This
meeting, which took place in June 1987, was the first formal contact established
between China and Israel. At about the same time, the Israeli government also
initiated talks through the current director-general of the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs, Mr. Avraham Tamir, and the Chinese Ambassador to the United Nations in
New York, Mr. Li Luyue.'* After Li Zhou Wen completed his term in Hong Kong
in 1988, Ambassador Merhav maintained ties through his successor, Qi, setting a
precedent later followed by Yoel Sar, who succeeded Merhav.

Following the completion of his term as ambassador in Hong Kong, Mer-
hav traveled to China in September of 1988 to advance some of his initiatives.
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These were the days of Rosh Hashana 5753, so he called foreign minister Peres ro
wish him "Shana Tova". Mr. Peres was exhilarated to get his call from Beijing, most
probably the first.

Merhav decided to focus on science, technology and agriculture, because the
Chinese had expressed the most intetest in those fields. In his view, this approach
was the most likely to succeed and open the way for continued communication.
While in Beijing, he contacted all the agencies with whom he had established in-
direct contacts from Hong Kong in the fields of science, space technology and
tourism. Before leaving Beijing, he negotiated a letter of intent, expressing the
wish of the Chinese Academy of Science to deepen its relationship with Israel.
Building on previous contacts which he had established in Hong Kong, he also
negotiated a general arrangement with the Chinese tourism agency (CITS) which
permitted Israeli tourist groups to visit China, traveling on Israeli passports, some-
thing which previously had been nearly impossible. Following these negotiations
and an unofficial visit by a Chinese delegation in the summer of 1989, the Chinese
established a Tourist Office which served as the pioneering agency through which
they gradually formalized relations. CITS s office ultimately became the kernel of
its diplomatic presence in Israel.

Ongoing talks between China and Israel via academic channels eventually bore
fruit, and in 1989 two delegations comprised of scientists visited China accompa-
nied by Ruth Kahanov, a diplomat who had also studied in Hong Kong, worked in
the consulate and latet in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Following this visit, an
office devoted to academic relations was opened in February 1990, which served
as the kernel for Israel's future diplomatic representation in Beijing. Gradually all
relevant functions, consular, economic and cultural were added to this.

The economic operation was based on that of COPECO—a joint governmen-
tal company established in 1986 at the initiative of Merhav and Prof S. Poho-
ryles, as the counterpart of a Chinese company. Hua Tai, which had been charged
with promoting economic relations with Israel. The idea had been to follow the
Chinese model, in goals and composition. Eventually, COPECO was completely
integrated into the academic mission and the embassy. Though it officially focused
on agricultural and scientific matters, it prepared a base from which diplomatic
issues could be handled.

In the fall of 1990, Merhav suggested to Chinas ambassador to the United Na-
tions, Li Lu Ye, that the academic delegation required a policy advisor to guide them.
After the Chinese accepted the request, Merhav appointed Zeev Sufott, who had
served as Ambassador to the Netherlands, to assume the role. It was understood that
if everything evolved according to plan Sufott would become Israels first ambas-
sador to China. On a trip which Merhav subsequendy took to Beijing, Sufott was
officially introduced to all the relevant bodies in China as the first step for his future
appointment as the ambassador of Israel to the Peoples Republic of China. '̂
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GHINA'S DEGISION-MAKING ELITE

During the twenty years following the founding of the two states, both China and
Israel experienced constant conflict which would have a profound impact on both
domestic and foreign policy. Israel endured direct attacks aimed at its annihila-
tion in 1948, 1967, and 1973, and China reacted to threats to its territorial sov-
ereignty and unity both domestically and beyond its borders. Following the 1949
civil war, China struggled with self-initiated domestic upheavals including the
Hundred Flowers Campaign (1956), the Great Leap Forward (1958-1961), and
the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). During these often devastating national
programs, the PRC actively engaged in military conflicts with neighboring coun-
tries, reflecting its ideological stance as it indirectly confronted what it perceived
to be the perpetual imperialist threat to Asia. The Korean War (1950-1953), the
Taiwan Straits Crises (1954-1955,1958), the Sino-Burmese Border War (1956),
the Sino-Indian War (1962), the Sino-Soviet border clash (1969), and the Sino-
Vietnamese War (1979-1980) were indicative of the Chinese leadership's pri-
oritization of its territorial sovereignty and anxiety about the threat of foreign
invasion.'^

Despite the loss of blood and treasure resulting from these wars, China was
compelled by its leadership to pursue the second Five-Year Plan (1958-1962),"
which included the Great Leap Forward campaign, toward a disastrous outcome.
The Three Years of Great Chinese Famine (1958-1961) led to an estimated fif-
teen to forty-five million deaths owing largely to the massive institutional and
policy changes which the Great Leap Forward entailed. Ultimately, this impeUed
the Chinese leadership to focus on feeding its nearly one billion people—a total
almost doubled during Mao Zedong's leadership.

China's size requires a large administration as part of the intricate governmen-
tal system that was traditionally guided by careful planning and managed by the
academic elite. With the exception of the period during the Cultural Revolution,
academia has held a unique position in China that goes back to the establishment
of the imperial examination system by the Sui Dynasty in 605 CE. The imperial
system, predecessor of the modern examination system for selecting civil service
staff, was a major influence both on society and culture and largely determined the
position of academia in Chinese society and its relationship with China's leader-
ship. Whereas China's leaders do not generally listen to or abide by the admoni-
tions of international leaders, they are mindful of their own leading scholars who
are entrusted with providing key information and analyses, which the leadership
needs in order to make decisions. Consensus-building in decision-making is part
of the Chinese system of governance and incorporates the influence of various
players inside and outside the official foreign policy establishment.

The Communist Party of China (CPC), the Chinese government, and the
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Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) form the core of the foreign policy structure,
while the CPC s highest body—the Politburo Standing Committee—retains the
ultimate decision-making power. CPC organs, government agencies, and depart-
ments of the PLA all shape foreign policy thinking and behavior. The Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, though part of the Chinese government bureaucracy, is only one
of the movers in the realm of foreign policy, and by definition not the most im-
portant. The PLA has reemerged as a foreign policy player as PLA officers debate
foreign policy in public and antagonize Chinas neighbors and the United States by
displaying its power. Research institutes, made up of China's foremost scholars,
have a vital impact on foreign policy in their advisory role. Although, over time,
they have been joined by a host of other actors on the periphery of the tradi-
tional power structure, including resource companies, financial institutions, and
the media, academia retains its preeminence as the advisory body to the Chinese
leadership.

One such research institute influencing foreign policy is the China Institutes of
Contemporary International Relations (CICIR), one ofChina's largest^° and old-
est civilian research institutions for international studies. CICIR is affiliated with
China's Ministry of State Security (MSS) and overseen by the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of China. It is thought that CICIR traces its origins to
the Communist Party's intelligence operations during the Chinese civil war and
Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945). CICIR was the only international relations in-
stitute or university in China that did not close during the tumultuous years of
the Cultural Revolution. In 1980, amid DengXiaoping's reforms and opening to
the outside world, CICIR was designated an "open" institution and authorized to
engage with foreigners so as to facilitate intelligence collection. Of all the research
institutes associated with the Chinese government, CICIR is its preeminent ad-
viser, offering regular reports and advice on policy and issues as well as intelligence
reports to the Politburo Standing Committee of the Communist Party of China.
Due in part to its close organizational proximity to the Communist Party's Cen-
tral Committee, the Foreign Affairs Leading Group, the Foreign Affairs Office,
and the MSS, CICIR has held considerable infiuence over China's foreign policy
decision-making process.

Another important research institute is the Chinese Academy of Social Sci-
ences (CASS). CASS was established in 1977 with the aim of promoting the
development of social sciences, which had been almost totally destroyed in the
Cultural Revolution. Described by Foreign Policy as the top think tank in Asia,^'
CASS is directly under the PRC State Council and is the foremost academic re-
search organization in the fields of philosophy and social sciences as well as a na-
tional center for comprehensive studies in the PRC. Part of the basic mission of
CASS is to promote research and to undertake and complete key state research
projects in light ofChina's national conditions, economic and social development
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strategies and to provide important research papers and policy suggestions to the
CPC Central Committee and the State Council.

Given the fragile state of the Chinese economy following the decade-long Cul-
tural Revolution and subsequent Sino-Soviet border war, China resolved to con-
duct a flexible foreign policy that, in December 1978, led to the New Open Door
Policy. This policy launched China's economic transformation as part of Deng
Xiaoping's new capitalist-inclined system that promoted matket forces.

At the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Communist Party Congress in 1978, the
PRC began to move away from ideology-based geostrategic relationships. Instead
it strove to form bilateral bonds based on a new pragmatic approach of boost-
ing domestic growth with the overarching goal of feeding the people. China no
longer perceived itself as a "celestial" empire that possessed all things in prolific
abundance lacking no product within its borders,"^^ and it once again opened its
coastline to international trade while remaining wary of foreign influence, closely
monitoring its trade and development.

To support the rapidly growing economy that was creating jobs for its peo-
ple, China needed to ensure an uninterrupted supply of natural resources. In the
subsequent three decades, it invested billions of dollars in the Arab world. Mid-
dle Eastern and North African countries now sponsored massive infrastructure
projects carried out by Chinese state-owned companies and became major
importets of Chinese goods. Collectively they served as China's largest source
of oil. Decades of unprecedented growth catapulted China forward as it capital-
ized on its abundant workforce. With most of the factories based in the coastal
region, peasants from the interior thronged to seek employment in the affiuent
coastal cities. In addition, the rapid expansion of China's manufacturing capacity
led to an environmental destruction that would be unsustainable over the long
run.

The need for solutions to the problems created by unprecedented economic
growth eventually would draw China closer to Israel. Relations were established
when China realized it needed Israel's high level of technology, developed as a
result of its need to defend itself against its neighbors, who were China's allies.

SINO-ISRAELI MILITARY TRADE

China and Israel's rapprochement began at the Paris Air Show in 1975, when a
Chinese delegation's visit to the Israeli pavilion led to clandestine military ex-
changes between the Israel Defense Forces and the People's Liberation Army.
Since the moment that China had identified Israel as an important strategic part-
ner which would help ptomote its goals of economic and military modernization,
Sino-Israeli relations advanced. The historic visit to Israel by Egyptian president
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Anwar Sadat in 1977 further legitimized this adjustment in China's regional for-
eign policy.

China began to import Israeli technology in the fields of agriculture, solar en-
ergy, electronics, and construction. However, the PRC government avoided all
public references to such trade because it feared that these would hurt its perceived
neutrality in the Middle East. A careful five-year process toward the formalization
of relations ensued. It began at the United Nations in 1987 and culminated in the
final establishment of diplomatic ties between China and Israel in January 1992.
At this point, Sino-Israeli trade soared."

Until the early years of the 2000s, when the United States forced Israel to give
up two important military deals, military technology had been the main Israeli ex-
port. Russian arms sales to China during the 1990s topped those of all other coun-
tries combined, but Israel was China's second largest source of military aviation
technology transfer in the 1990s. '̂' Although Israel's stake in the market was seem-
ingly inconsequential by comparison, its technological contribution was of great
significance. With Western arms embargoes against China still in full force, Israel
agreed to sell China its Phalcon Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C)
platform. Some defense experts at the time rated the Phalcon as the most ad-
vanced AEW&C system in the world. Chinese military planners understood that
to succeed in a confrontation with Taiwan, which would likely include U.S. mili-
tary intervention as well, it was essential to control the airspace over the Taiwan
Strait. Following the Culf War, Beijing understood how unequally equipped the
People's Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) was compared to the United States
Air Force. AEW&C offered China a set of capabilities it would need so as to con-
front the U.S. Air Force over the Taiwan Strait. At the same time, Israel viewed a
supplier-client relationship with a rising power like China as a golden opportunity
for its small yet highly capable indigenous defense industry.

Following the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the United States no longer
required the PRC as a counterweight to Russia and began to perceive the increas-
ingly strong China as a threat to its own strategic interests in the Asia-Pacific re-
gion.̂ ^ Washington thus regarded Israel's readiness to sell military technology to
China as a direct threat to its interests in the region. This damaged Washington's
goodwill toward the Jewish state. Other Middle Eastern states in turn interpreted
the public discontent resulting from Israel's willingness to trade with a potential
military adversary of the United States as a sign of wavering support for Washing-
tons chief ally in the region.

In 2000 and then again in 2005, Israel bowed to American pressure and with-
drew from contracts for the sale and repair of military hardware to China. In July
2000, American pressure scuttled signed agreements where payments had already
been made by China for its advanced airborne tracking system for the Phalcon re-
connaissance aircraft, a deal valued at up to $1 billion.^^ Then, in 2004, the United
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States ptevented Istael ftom retutning the Hatpy dtone to China that was in Israel
for repair. Washington had not objected to the otiginal Sino-Istaeli deaP' negoti-
ated in the mid-1990s on the Harpy UAV,̂ ^ which, like the Phalcon, does not
incorporate American technology, and it initially accepted Istael's agreement in
2003 to a Chinese tequest to tenew its Hatpy "spate-patt inventory."

By Decembet 2004, it was teported that Washington came to believe that Har-
py components were returned to Istael not fot "spare patt teplacement and rou-
tine ovethaul" but fot upgtading. They suspected that the alleged upgrading may
have included advanced technologies and sensots ftom a new Harpy model sold
to Taiwan. It was teported that the Pentagon was concerned that joint U.S.-Istaeli
technological achievements would be leaked to the Chinese.^' The result of Istael
withdtawing ftom these two long-tetm deals as a consequence of American pres-
sure was a severe downgrade in relations between China and Israel. Prime Minister
Ehud Barak had promised that China would teceive Phalcon technology, leading
President Jiang Zemin to make public statements to that effect.̂ " Jiang lost face
over what turned out to be empty promises, thus leading to a substantial diplo-
matic tift between the two sides. Unlike in the 1950s when Istael succumbed to
ptessute ftom Washington to tepeal its intention to establish fotmal ties with the
PRC, howevet, the cooling in the relationship was only temporary.

"The United States role is vety impottant in the context of Sino-Istaeli telations
but it is not a decisive factot," Ptof. Ye Hailin, deputy ditectot and chief sectetaty
of the Center of South Asia Studies at CASS, told the author^' "Both China and
Istael aim to enhance theit partnetship, a development the United States may not
fully suppott. The United States can try to influence the gtadual development of
that relationship but they cannot stop it. They are like a brick. They can tty to stop
the cooperation but their impact is limited," he said.'^

Sino-Istaeli telations ate an impottant patt of China's foteign policy, especially
in light of Istael's unique telationship with the United States and strategic position
in the Middle East. Over the past twenty yeats since the establishment of diplo-
matic ties in 1992, the two countties' telations have steadily progressed.

"Leaders of both countries have exchanged visits, with twenty-five officials
from China and thirty-four officials of above ministet-level ttaveling to Israel,"
Qi Qianjin, deputy ditectot-genetal of the Foteign Affaits Committee of the Na-
tional People's Congress of the PRC, told the author.^' "All these exchanges have
enabled the two countries to maintain in-depth and candid communication on
a wide range of issues, which has also played a crucial role in enhancing mutual
undetstanding and trust through deepening cooperation and coordination."'''

Nevertheless, the American factor in Sino-Israeli relations cannot be diste-
gatded. Istael's telations with the United States from time to time affect Sino-
Israeli telations, while China's telations with the United States do not have any
effect on China's relations with Israel.
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"As President Shimon Peres once told me, Israel's small size compels it to rely
for security purposes on its relationship with the United States—it simply can't
afford to jeopardize that relationship," Dr. Li Guofu, a senior research fellow and
director of the Genter for Middle East Studies, Ghina Institute of International
Studies (GIIS), affiliated with Ghina's defense establishment, told the author.̂ ^

"Despite Ghinas relations with Israel, and Israels effî rts to develop further
and closer bilateral relations with Ghina, its reliance on the United States is always
a factor, a shadow in the background. The question is to what extent the Israeli side
will be willing to ignore that influence...this will directly determine the potential
of our bilateral relationship," Dr. Li Guofu said. "To the extent that the Israeli side
can do that, the kind and level of cooperation Ghina and Israel could have would
gready advance."^^

"For Ghina the United States is a country with which we have some shared
interests in several important areas.... Nevertheless, Ghina is not an ally of the
United States and the United States sometimes sees Ghina as a competitor," Dr.
Yang Guang, director-general of the Institute of West Asian and North African
Studies at GASS, told SIGNAL, a newly established Israeli NGO dedicated to
advancing Sino-Israeli relations through high-level academic interchange.^^ "Al-
though Ghina has no intention to compete, the United States worries about the
rise of Ghina and takes measures to contain Ghinas rise. It does not want Israel to
help the rise of Ghina."^^

"For the United States the main concern in the Sino-Israeli cooperation is the
transfer of high-tech know-how to Ghina that allows Ghina to improve its capa-
bility," Dr. Ye Hailin

THE "ARAB SPRING" CREATES OPPORTUNITY

In the late 1990s, in its quest to secure access to natural resources in the region for
its rapidly growing economy, Ghina greatly increased its investment in infrastruc-
ture projects in the Middle East and Africa. Over the next decade, Ghinas invest-
ment in the Middle East grew as it appeared safe and isolated from the fighting in
Iraq and Afghanistan that ensued following the 9/11 attack. As oil imports from
the Middle East increased, Ghinas state-owned enterprises dispatched additional
construction teams to countries throughout the Middle East. Only after the onset
of the "Arab Spring" in 2011 did the extent of Ghina's exposure to risk become
clear. This unforeseen development caught Ghinas government and ruling party
completely off guard.

The PRG leadership was in shock to discover that some thirty-six thousand
of its citizens were working in Libya when the evacuation began. They were dev-
astated by an estimated $20 billion loss they incurred with the fall of Gaddafi."*"
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Although their holdings in Syria were but a fraction of this, the financial loss there
took a psychological toll, hammering home the realization that they lacked an ac-
curate understanding of the Middle East. Despite China's growing economic ties
to the region and its overall prowess in the world economy, it has so far held to its
traditional policy of noninterference. "We will keep the UN from intervening in
Syria," Dr. Ye Hailin said. "In China's perspective this is our contribution to avoid-
ing another Libya case. Military intervention has not done anything good for Iraq,
Pakistan, or Libya."'"

Following the onset of the "Arab Spring" in 2011, an awareness of a crisis of
oil availability reverberated through the policy echelons of the Communist Party.
It became very clear that the sudden instability of the Middle East could pose an
immediate threat to China's energy security. In response, the central government
began encouraging irs state-affiliated research centers and think tanks to develop
a better understanding of the region, the individual states, their relationships, and
the volatile developments that are redefining the Middle East. Dr. Yang Guang
explained: "I believe that Chinese-Arab relations are a mutual dependency...it has
nothing to do with Chinese-Israeli relations. With Israel we cooperate at a differ-
ent level. For China it is not a problem.... The Arab world and Israel cannot be
alternatives for each orher.""*̂

Just as China's leaders directed their academic advisers to find new avenues
for investigation, SIGNAL"*' held the first-ever China-Istael Sttategy and Security
Symposium. Taking place at the Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) in Herzliya and
cohosted by the Center for Global Research in International Affairs (GLORIA),
a think tank that is part of the IDC, the symposium offered an ideal venue for
China's major scholar-advisers to acquire a greater understanding of the region.
Less than six months since the first wave of Arab upheavals gripped the world's
attention, Chinese and Israeli academics, scholars, diplomats, and policy advisers
quietly attended this geostrategic symposium for the purpose of exchanging in-
sights into the sea change taking place in the Arab world. They learned that Israel
is an island of stability while its geographic proximity to the Atab nations offers
unique access without being drawn into the fray.

"China has learned the value of peace and pressing need for development, and
realizes that only peace allows every country to live in prosperity and develop-
ment," Qi Qianjin said. "Israel is a vital country regarding peace and stability in
the Middle East. Therefore, China hopes a peaceful Middle East can be creared
through joint efforts by Israel and other countries."'*''

Israel's improving ties with the Arab world indirectly permitted the evolution
and growth of its synergetic relationship with China. China became deeply inter-
ested in Israel because, on the one hand, Israel was forced to develop technologi-
cally to assure its own long-term security and the sustainability of its development.
On the other, Israel is a stronghold of stability in the midst of a sea of upheavals.
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Israels interest in China derives from its lack of natural allies. Therefore, Israel is
highly approachable and open to those seeking a mutually beneficial relationship.

At about the same time, other organizations which focused on the Sino-Israeli
relationship were established so as to take advantage of this seemingly auspicious
new era for the two countries' relationship. The Schusterman Family Foundation,
a U.S.-based Jewish philanthropic organization, sponsored two seminars, one at
Peking University and the other at Shandong University. These allowed Chinese
scholars of Israel, the Middle East, and Judaism to communicate and engage with
Israeli and Arab scholars. In 2011, the Schusterman Foundation brought a delega-
tion of prominent Chinese academic leaders to Israel to meet influential person-
alities across the political and social spectrum, including Israeli, Palestinian, and
Israeli Arab leaders. The Israel Project (TIP), an international nonprofit organi-
zation that targets media worldwide to provide unbiased information about the
Middle East, established a China department to facilitate the dissemination of
information in China about Israel and the Middle East. On the academic level, an-
other nonprofit, the Israel-Asia Center, was founded to focus on building a bridge
between Israel and, among others, China by supporting foreign students studying
in Israel.

Chinas relations with Israel had once been a sensitive topic. In the past, China
limited cooperation to areas of technology, scientific innovation, and finance.
However, Israel has slowly gained formal public approval, and the symposium
held by SIGNAL was particularly helpful in that regard. This symposium was
off the record. The media were not invited, so that both the Israeli and Chinese
participants would be able to express their opinions freely and build intellectual
relationships that hopefully will facilitate a long-term and mutually beneficial ex-
change of ideas.

LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

Chinese global influence grew significandy in 2010 when it became the second
largest economy in the world. The ruling party realizes that economic development
is centra] to its position internationally but, perhaps more important, it is the key to
domestic stability. The leadership is aware that while low-cost labor has been the en-
gine for Chinas economy over the past three decades, it cannot suffice to move the
nation forward in the coming years. In the summer of 2010, noting that economic
modernization is a crucial element in maintaining the nations long-term stability,
China publicly announced its aim to transform the nation from the worlds factory
into a hub of innovation. China soon turned to Israel, with its internationally re-
nowned innovators, as a valuable potential partner for Chinas economic develop-
ment. This has led to a tectonic shifi: in Chinas perception. The Chinese leadership
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began to view a healthy relationship with Israel as a way to address some of their
most salient concerns. They see Israel with its unique technological innovations as
potentially helping China face its developmental dilemma.

"China's economic development cannot be sustainable without domestic mar-
kets and foreign countries' resources such as Israel, which is popular for its ad-
vanced scientific and technological achievements," Qi Qianjin said. "China needs
to maintain a better linkage with Israel in economic and trade aspects."'*^

China's emergence as a major industrial power has come with an unprecedent-
ed high cost in the form of environmental damage. Indeed, China's environmen-
tal degradation is now so severe that it could cause an acute political challenge to
the ruling Communist Party. According to China's Ministry of Health, pollu-
tion has made cancer China's leading cause of death. Ambient air pollution alone
is blamed for hundreds of thousands of deaths each year. Furthermore, nearly
500 million people lack access to safe drinking water and only one percent
of the country's 560 million city dwellers breathe air considered safe by the
European Union. Israel is uniquely positioned to address China's challenges with re-
gard to renewable energy, water conservation, clean tech, and sustainable growth.

"Although China has achieved very rapid economic growth, it is facing seri-
ous challenges to further economic development," said Dr. Yang Guang, noting
that the model of growth China has had is based on a huge, very intensive con-
sumption of natural resources. "China needs to change the model of develop-
ment and create a new model that is more resource saving.... In this regard, there
are some experiences that China can learn from Israel. For instance, Israel is very
strong in many fields such as water-saving irrigation technology and high yield
agricultural technology."''^

Yang noted that China and Israel are currently cooperating on the develop-
ment of a sea-wave power generation project that would serve as an alternative
to fossil-fuel energy and limit environmental harm. "In this sense I think China's
economic development and reform has made the bilateral relations closer. There
is still a great deal of potential for further development of bilateral relations," Dr.
Yang Guang said.'"'

Since its inception, Israel has coped with a variety of difficulties resulting from
its limited natural resources and numerous political and geographical challenges.
With over half of the country's land area classified as desert, Israel was forced to
place great emphasis on maximizing its water supply, famously turning much of its
arid land into fertile agricultural soil. Indeed, Ben-Gurion, Israel's founding father,
proclaimed the goal of "making the desert bloom" as one of the new state's central
challenges. Israel's first prime minister believed that this could be one of its main
contributions to the world. Thus, since the state's inception, water technologies
have been a national priority. With one of the world's most efficient and innova-
tive water systems, Israel offers important solutions for China.''^
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Given the Arab boycott of Israel and its own lack of energy resources until the
present, Israel also had no choice but to conserve energy wherever possible, devel-
oping innovative, alternative, and sustainable solutions. Ranging from its decades-
long use of solar thermal energy to its development of unique biofuels, the country
has consistendy turned its natural disadvantages around, attaining great success
and resourcefully demonstrating expertise and knowledge in the field of sustain-
able energy.**'

Israel's innovative population has achieved considerable success because of the
need for defense expertise, water, and energy conservation. Like China, Israels
most valuable asset is its human capital. Given Israels geopolitical isolation and
its lack of natural allies, the Jewish state learned early on that it could not always
count on Europe or the United States for military technology. Accordingly, the
government and society constandy emphasized the pursuit of education, science,
and technology as a way to assure its long-term sustain ability. Israel's defense needs
and the creative entrepreneurial spirit of its people combined to develop consid-
erable expertise in various fields of water^° and energy^' conservation that are di-
rectly applicable to Chinas needs.

CHINA'S INCREASED POLITICAL ROLE

Chinas main goal is domestic stability. To ensure internal stability, the leadership
of the worlds most populous nation sees a need to contribute to regional stability
in two ways: increased economic involvement and active diplomacy.

China aims to contribute to the economic prosperity of Middle Eastern coun-
tries by increasing its imports of oil and gas from them, boosting investment in
the region, and providing manufacturing goods and construction services at lower
prices.

Alternatively, China has also carefully engaged in its own noninterventionist
version of active diplomacy with the objective of preventing confiicts from oc-
curring. China sent a special envoy for mediation between Israel and the Arab
countries and dispatched peacekeeping forces under UN auspices to Sudan as well
as other Arab countries. Qi Qianjin said that "China stands for peace and opposes
war; China stands for equality and opposes power politics; China stands for prin-
ciples and opposes interference. China stands for dialogue and opposes confronta-
tion while bearing in mind the fundamental and long-term interests of the people
in the Middle East. China has made its own effiarts to advance peace, stability, and
development in the region. China will, as always, take a constructive part in the
mediation and setdement of the hotspot issues in the Middle East."^^

Until recendy. Chinas Middle East policy was relatively passive. Noninterven-
tion was the mantra. Before the 1990s, China supported the Arabs in the Arab-
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Israeli conflict. When the peace process was initiated at the beginning of the 1990s,
China aimed for a more balanced policy and more actively promoted the peace
process. Dr. Ye Hailin explained: "We hope that Israel will play more of a positive
role in the Middle East. China does not agree with every move Israel makes but
we do believe in supporting regional stability in a way that will also favor Israel."^^
Ye noted that the region is not dominated by any one country and added that
other national actors should play a constructive role in the region, with China
becoming increasingly important. "In the Middle East there are a lot of players,
and the region should not be viewed only through the lens of the Arab-Israeli
conflict.... We need another perspective for looking at the region," Dr. Ye Hailin
said.'"

China recognizes Israel's affiliation with the United States as vital to its national
interests. It is coming to understand that the American-Israeli relationship has for
decades been supported by strong affinities stemming from the Judeo-Christian
heritage and political traditions. Its leadership sees the American Jewish minority,
the largest outside of Israel, as strong supporters of Israel, with an impressive per-
centage of Diaspora Jews continuing to back Israel. American Jewish support for
Israel, in turn, boosts the durability of the American-Israeli alliance. Beijing also
views the Israel-Diaspora relationship as an interesting model because the Chinese
have their own diaspora.

While China has no prominent Jewish population, it is now interested in pro-
moting a stronger bilateral relationship with Israel. The political and academic
leaders of Israel and China recognize the importance of providing greater access
to information about each other in both countries. There is currently a dearth of
academic material available in Chinese, and with much of the media tending to
focus on the conflict related to the Jewish state, the need for reliable information
about Israel is urgent.^'

EXGHANGE IS THE FUTURE

The Chinese leadership is acutely aware that China reached its current level of
global relevance twenty years earlier than expected. Consequently, China lacks
the range and breadth of expertise it needs to enter the next decade as the great
power it has the potential to become.

Today, as China stands poised for the first time in over a thousand years with
both wealth and an international focus, it realizes that it must take a larger role
in world affairs. Encouraging mutual understanding between China and Israel
could contribute to China's ability to promote stability in a volatile region that is
of acute importance to both nations.

"I always say to our Israeli friends, few Chinese scholars study Israel or fully
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understand the Middle East," said Dr. Li Cuofu. "Frequent exchange including
Chinese scholars, to see the people and mingle with them, would allow them a
better understanding of certain issues...help them make better assessments of cer-
tain regional issues.... It is a very good idea for Israel to promote this kind of fre-
quent exchange. Bringing more Chinese scholars—not necessarily Middle East
scholars—to the region, to Israel, will gready help them understand the regional
concerns."^^

During 2012 there was a significant growth of interest in the academic world,
with an increasing number ofChina's influential scholar/advisers seeking warmer
relations with Israel.

On a recent visit to Israel, the head of the delegation from CASS, Director
of International Studies Zhang Yunling, noted: "Everyone, including government
and security professionals was quite open and frank in our discussions. More such
meetings to understand Israel's strategic concerns and policies can help us see how
to contribute to regional stability."^^

China's elite academic community, which, as noted, serves as advisers to Chi-
nas leadership, is increasingly seeking ways to engage its Israeli counterparts. They
have begun to reach out to Israeli institutes known to be concerned with deepen-
ing Sino-Israeli ties, with the ultimate goal of enhancing the value of Sino-Israeli
relations for China's and Israel's long-term economic growth and geopolitical
stability.

"Both sides realize the great potential for relations—political, social, cultural,
technological—especially considering Chinas transformation, making the oppor-
tunities huge. SIGNAL is playing an important role in expanding those relations,"
commented Prof. Zhang during his October 2012 visit to Israel.̂ ^

Prof. Zhang, at the end of his seven-day visit to Israel with four of his col-
leagues, remarked; "There is so much potential here, in our mutual exchange—so
much potential for doing good, for learning from each other's ancient civiliza-
tions, for sharing our music, art, and science. Things are different now—different
for China, different for the Middle East. There is no doubt we have many inter-
ests in common. More exchanges like this, personal and professional, can lead to
great things."^^

In light of the amount of trade, and exchange of high officials, China's relations
with Israel show a huge potential for development. Although China's trade with
its original partners, including the Arab bloc, has developed very rapidly over the
past ten years, its trade with Israel has risen more modesdy. The strong synergies
in the trade relationship, particularly with regard to Israel's expertise in clean tech
and China's ability to commercialize Hew innovations, suggest the huge potential
for both sides to cooperate and more than double trade if they were to tap the
possibilities to the maximum. Israel has much to offer China in agriculture, high
tech, and electronics, and there is great promise for cooperation in security and
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economic planning as well. Israel and China have reached a historic moment in
their relationship which should be carefully nurtured.^"

POSTSCRIPT

At the time this article was written, it became clear that there was a slight shift in
China's disposition toward Israel. Chinese media's coverage of Operation Pillar
of Defense, which began on November 14, 2012, in response to incessant rocket
fire on Israel by Hamas, gave disproportionate exposure to the Arab perspective.
Sources in the Israeli embassy in the Chinese capital noted that the media reports
were indicative of a switch in China's approach to Israel as it made baby steps into
the Middle East following the United States' pivot away from the region and to-
ward East Asia. Faced with the discontentment of some Arab states following
China's gradual increase in involvement in Middle East politics, China appears to
be taking a harder stand on Israel and its bellicose Arab neighbors. It remains un-
clear how China's policy on the Arab-Israeli conflict will be affected, how involved
China will be as a determining force in Middle East politics, and to what extent a
policy shift is likely.
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